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What's New in Version 8.20
The most important new features can be identified with the Top5_Button.png
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 icon.
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Expanded functionality: Activating logging 
You can now set whether the logging should be automatically activated in the log file at the start of each session. For this, the Activate Writing to Log File on Program Start check box was added to the Options window.
Topic: Activating and Deactivating Logging
InfoZoom and InfoZoom Product Variants
Activating InfoZoom 
After the first installation on your computer, you can continue to test InfoZoom for one month. After this, you have to carry out the activation to be able to use it further.
InfoZoom Desktop 64-Bit
The internal charting component is now available for the product variant InfoZoom Desktop 64-Bit.
InfoZoom Desktop Viewer 
The product variant InfoZoom Desktop Viewer has been discontinued.
Data Import
Defining Initial Queries
New functionality: Reloading data when opening the table
For a table with a data source, you can now specify that data be automatically reloaded from the data source when the table is opened. For this, the Reload data from the data source check box was added to the Initial Query window.
Topic: Defining Initial Queries
Importing Data from Excel
Expanded functionality: Support of Excel Version 2013 (version 15)
Data Import Using the Database Wizard Top5_Button.png
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New functionality: Defining several composite keys
To link data sources, you can now also define several composite keys for each source table.
Thema: Linking Source Tables via Keys
Researching Data
Focusing Objects Top5_Button.png
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New functionality: Selecting the zoom state
You can now select the current focus (zoom state) of a table, whereby you can restore the same zoom state at a later time.
Topic: : Selecting the Zoom State
Focusing Objects in Linked Tables
New functionality: Not performing a reset when zooming in linked tables
Up until now, a reset was always carried out when zooming in linked tables for the dependent table. You can now determine whether the reset should be performed or not. For this, the Reset dependent table check box was added to the Link window.
Topic: Perform Reset when Zooming in Linked Tables
Opening Value lists
Expanded functionality: Opening more than one value list at the same time
When opening more than one value list at the same time, these are now automatically arranged on the Infoscape so that they do not overlap one another.
Topic: Opening Value Lists
Reset
New functionality: Resetting all tables
With "Reset All Tables" (keyboard shortcut <Shift + F8>), all opened tables are reset to the previous state.
Topic: Reset
Analyzing Data
Analyzing Data Top5_Button.png
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New functionality: Analysis with external parameters
For the analysis of data based on an existing table, you can now use external parameters, which are transferred to the table. Using these parameters, you can adopt fixed values in the table, e.g. as basic information for limiting the data to be analyzed.
The transfer of external parameters to the table takes place in batch processing with the command line parameter "-parameterN". In the table, the analysis is performed with the aid of a derived attribute using a formula in which the pre-defined function "Parameter" is inserted.
Topic: Analysis with External Parameters
Creating Reports and Charts
Creating and Using Excel Reports and Excel Charts
Expanded functionality: Support of Excel Version 2013 (version 15)

Expanded functionality: Support of Excel tables with Macros (file extension ".xlsm")
Internal Charts
Expanded functionality: Internal 64-Bit-compatible chart components
The internal chart component now uses TeeChart Pro ActiveX Version 2013. It is therefore also available for the product variant InfoZoom Desktop 64-Bit. In addition, the chart component is now completely compatible with unicode.
The standard template "DefaultChartTemplate.izd" supplied can be used without restriction for InfoZoom Desktop 64-Bit. However, some standard templates created with InfoZoom versions before InfoZoom 8.20 have to be converted for use.
Topic: Standard Templates in the Product Variant InfoZoom Desktop 64-Bit

New functionality: Specifying the style and color scheme of internal charts
Up until now, the style and color of internal charts was predetermined. You can now set both according to your requirements in the user-specific system registration. For this, there is a variety of styles and color schemes available.
Topic: Specifying the style and color scheme of internal charts
InfoZoom Office Add-Ins
InfoZoom Office Add-Ins
Expanded functionality: Support of Office 2013 (version 15)
Data Provisioning
Publishing Tables on an InfoZoom Server
New functionality: Publishing tables on an InfoZoom server
You can now publish the current table or a table section on a computer on which the server version of InfoZoom is installed (InfoZoom server).
Topic: Publishing Tables on an InfoZoom Server
Command Line Parameters
Command Line Parameters for Working with the Data
New command line parameter -parameterN for transferring external parameters to tables

New command line parameter -linkWithoutReset for linking the two last opened tables without a reset
Sample Tables
Sample Tables
The sample tables have been fundamentally revised. As part of the revamp, the range of sample tables was condensed and restructured.

New sample tables
Bakery Store.fox
The delivery of InfoZoom Desktop includes the new "Bakery Store.fox" sample table ("Sales Analysis/Bakery Store" directory). The sample table includes over a million records and queries for the sales analysis.



Changed sample tables
ABC-Customers.fox
The delivery of InfoZoom Desktop includes the "ABC-Customers.fox" sample table ("Target Group Analysis" directory). The queries "ABC", "Branch report" and "Branch report_small" were added to the sample table. Existing queries were updated.

GasConsumption.fox
GasConsumption _Template.fot
The delivery of InfoZoom Desktop includes the "GasConsumption.fox" and "GasConsumption_Template.fot" sample tables ("Consumption Analysis" directory). Current data were added to the sample tables.

ErsteBundesliga.fox
The delivery of InfoZoom Desktop includes the "ErsteBundesliga.fox" sample table ("Other/Football" folder). The following have been added to the sample table:
Current data on the Bundesliga season 2012/13
"Season number" attribute with comment
"Penalty point" attribute with comments
The "00a Eternal Bundesliga table" and "04 Total (points) per team" queries were adjusted, the comments on the queries were added accordingly.

FormulaOneSample.fox
Im Lieferumfang von InfoZoom Desktop ist die Beispieltabelle "FormelEinsBeispiel.fox" enthalten (Ordner "sonstige/Formel Eins"). Die Beispieltabelle wurde um aktuelle Daten zur Formel-1-Saison 2012 ergänzt.



Discontinued sample tables 
The following sample tables are no longer included in the delivery of InfoZoom Desktop. However, they can be downloaded from the InfoZoom website.
	Age structure.fox

Biermann Watches.fop
Biermann WatchesNoPictures.fop
Biermann WatchesNoPictures.fox
	Candy Corporations.foc
Candy Corporations.fop
Candy Corporations.fox
	Printers.foc
	Weather.fox
	Homes.foc
	Lotto on Saturday.fox
Mineral water.fop
	Staff recruitment.fox
	Personnel data.fox
	Personnel cost structure.fox
	Percent.fox
	Travel costs.fox
	Ribbon Overview.fox
	SchlepperNurText.foc
SchlepperNurText.fop
SchlepperNurText.fox
	Textile Trade.fox
	UnicodeCharacters.fox
Weather data_Feb2002fox
	Windows character set.fox

Changed folder structure in the "Sample Tables" directory 
The folder structure in the "Sample Tables" directory has been revised:
Old folder
New folder/sub-folder
Included sample tables

Car catalog
Catalog research
Cars2000.fox

Bank
Target group analysis
ABC-Customers.fox

Bundesliga
Other/football
ErsteBundesliga.fox

Energy
Consumption analysis
GasConsumption.fox
GasConsumption_Template.fot

FormulaOne
Other/Formula One
FormulaOneSample.fox

Calender
Other/calendar
Calendar.fox

Revenue
Sales Analysis/Electronics Retailer
Sales.fox

Weather
Measurements
Weather.fox


Optimizations
Export Data to Excel
The adoption of the InfoZoom formats for numbers, dates, and periods of time in Excel have been optimized. In particular details from date groups, e.g. descriptions of week days, are now correctly displayed in Excel. Number formats with decimal places are also correctly displayed, but with the following restrictions:
For number formats with a maximum number of digits in the decimal place section, e.g. "#.###;", a thousand delimiter is not displayed.
For number formats with an exact number of digits in the decimal place section, e.g. "#.###,00", the thousand delimiter for the language of the operating system is displayed.
For number formats with a decimal separator, e.g. "####.0", the decimal separator for the language of the operating system is displayed.
The optimization applies for the first-time export and for the export of other attributes to existing Excel reports.


